• When did you join your sorority or Fraternity?
  ○ Freshman
  ○ Sophomore
  ○ Junior
  ○ Freshman
  ○ Sophomore
  ○ Sophomore
  ○ Freshman
  ○ Freshman
  ○ Sophomore
  ○ freshman

• Did you hear about any pre construed things about hook-up culture in greek life in college (or geneseo more specifically)
  ○ No
  ○ One night stands
    ■ No idea
  ○ One night stands/ a lot more casual
    ■ Knew someone and told her a little
  ○ When I came into college I thought sororities were bullshit and thought it was like the movies
    ■ No
  ○ That there is a lot of hooking up - no
  ○ That everyone hooked up-no i dont think so
  ○ I dont know about before college but i heard about brother and sister frats would have “incest” and from movies i knew hookups happened

• Have you ever engaged in physical/sexual activities before college?
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ No
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ no
• Have you ever engaged in physical/sexual activities in the time between entering college and joining greek life?
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ Yes
  ○ yes

• When you entered college did you have a partner?
  ○ No
  ○ No
  ○ Yes
  ○ No
  ○ No
  ○ No
  ○ No
  ○ No
  ○ no
  ○ Are you still together?
    ○ yes
  ○ Did you break up once you joined your organization?
    ○ no

• Did you have a partner while being in greek life?
  ○ No
  ○ yes(Twice)
  ○ No
  ○ Yes
  ○ Technically yes but no
  ○ Was it difficult?
    ■ Right now it is not difficult/once i first got in it was difficult because I didn't know how to handle myself
    ■ Yeah because it was long distance
    ■ No it wasn't
Would you consider having a partner while being in greek life (in the beginning or once being in for awhile) or would you find it too difficult?

○ difficult /girls suck/its hard to balance/cause you “have to party” but you also want to spend time with that person
○ I think being in greek life would make it harder than if i wasn't but it wouldn't be impossible/ in an org there are more opportunities to go out and meet people/ being impaired by alc therefore making poor decisions
○ I definitely think it would be more difficult because there has to be more trust because everyone knows how girls are girls don't care if guys have girlfriends/ difficult but doable
○ It depends on age/ freshman and sophomores feel they need to have the college life and fool around yet older people want to go home with the same person every night and get comfortable with them
○ It depends on the person if you are with that person for a reason it shouldn't be difficult/ there are so many new people so many more options
○ It wouldn't be as hard but it would easier if they were in greek life/ bc they would understand what you do more- gracelynn and drew- he would get jealous of her talking to a guy in a frat until he was in a frat and realized it meant nothing
○ no/ everyone is in greek life so if i were to have a partner it would be inevitable and i know a lot of other people who make it work
○ yeah/ cause there is always so much drama and people would cheat
○ yes/bc when both r in an org its hard to balance things because u both have events to balance going to each others events

Once you joined your organization did you start to have more sexual relations or more sexual encounters before joining?

○ “Yes”
○ “Yes a lot more”
○ “Yeah”
○ “No, I was either consistently in a relationships or I didn’t not hook-up with anyone”
○ “Yes”
○ “No”
○ “Yes”
○ “It’s about the same”
○ “Not really it was about the same as before joining”
○ “Yes definitely because I went out more often”
• Have you been influenced by the people specifically in your organization or by the culture in general?
  ○ “No it was all my choice. we talk about it but we don’t force people to do shit. wait there was one time I was influenced by someone to do something with a girl but I was under the influence of a drug”
  ○ I don’t think I would use the word influence/ at meeting we would show pics of people making out with people so I want to get into the slide show/ or people would talk about body counts and i would feel i needed to get mine up
  ○ Yeah to an extent/ the slide show with the pics or videos
  ○ “No, i mean we have things that celebrate certain hookups like clubs to join(clubs that consist of people that have got with people of the same organization) I have always enjoyed telling my stories. I can still tell my past without feeling like I have to do more.”
  ○ no/ they don’t have that type of power over me
  ○ no/because i do what i want
  ○ no/ i would talk about it with my friends but they wouldn't pressure me and the organization itself doesn’t talk about the relations openly
  ○ I don’t think so
  ○ I feel like when guys see other guys getting with attractive girls there might be jealousy in it and they want to do the same see and it’s all about showing off if you would want to consider that influencing or pressuring

• Do you feel pressured to engage in hook-up culture?
  ○ no/because its my choice and i don’t engage in things i dont want to
  ○ no/ because i dont think i let others effect me like that im not going to do things just cause others are
  ○ Def not/ never felt, even if people tell me to hookup with someone and i dont want to im still not going to do it
  ○ No because i have a bf i really love
  ○ no/ i dont think other orgs care enough
  ○ I feel like people in other orgs might make others feel bad or pressure about their interactions
  ○ “no, I feel like people are pretty tolerant about it and if u keep it private then they don't pressure you or care.”

• Does your organization have “games/competitions” surrounding hooking-up with others?
  ○
  ○
  ○
“Yes, we usually make bets with money.”
“Yes, we have something called sex olympics which is when different actions get different points and you will sometimes win something.”
“Yes, we have frat clubs that people join once they have sex with someone in that frat. We also definitely incorporate sex into our parties with things such as morning after theme. Sex is brought up all the time.”
“No, nothing.”
“No, we don’t do anything.”
“No.”
“100%! We had a hoedown it was a board with crazy things on it. It had different actions that had different amounts of points and the person with the most points wins.”
“Yes we play games that consist of exposing people or themselves. Games like never have I ever and many others.”

Do you know of people who participate in the “rainbow”?
- no/ no one does that
- no/ no one is actively trying to
- same
- no/ not the rainbow but sometimes people will go out and say they want sleep with a certain org (a girl said this)
- yes/ i know people some people dont care too much but i have heard others say like i need 2 more
- I have heard people say i want to get the rainbow/ i want to get the rainbow by senior year
- I mean im trying/ nothing pressuring from my org just a friend group thing
- Fuck yeah/ everyone does

Do you know or have you heard of any orgs doing so?

Have you heard about other fraternities or sororities that have their own competitions?
"No."
"No."
"I heard that if a girl hooks up with a guy no one in the organization can get with that same guy."
"Yes, I have overheard people talking about the rainbow. I have also heard there is a frat that tries to collect girls underwear once they have hooked-up with them."
"Yes, some friend groups will have bets on who would lose virginity last and they will give each other deadlines"
"No."
"Yes, people try and make a complete outfits out of different clothes from different boys clothes that they have gotten with."
"Yeah, they have competitions about different actions (like what they do and who they do it with) and win shooters."
"Oh yeah, someone had a 100 party (they hooked-up with 100 different people) when he was around 60 everytime he would hook-up with a new girl if she was hotter than a 6 his friends would drink, but if she wasn't then he would have to drink

Do you believe there is a difference in hook-up culture between frats and sororities?

- no/ i believe they all view it as fun
- yes I feel like guys care more about getting with people because they feel pressured by each other (it's a societal thing) girls feel less affected by it
- There is a difference/ guys have more of a competition
- yes/ guys want to have a lot of sex and they dont really care about who it is/ maybe after they will care but when a guy is drunk guys dont give s shit/ girls are a little more picky about who they have sex with (guys want to get laid, girls want to feel special)
- yes/ I feel like guys dont care and they will hook up with a different girl every night of the weekend/ where a girl would probably get emotionally attached and want the same person
- Yes and no/ there are certain people who wouldn't care/ a guy hooked up with his brothers ex-girlfriend but also the ex-girlfriend hooked up with his brother
- yes/probably frats have more pressure to hookup with better sororities
- yes/ boys rely on hooking up for their confidence if they aren't getting laid they become sad
• Is there a stigma between males and females on campus revolving around hook-up culture?
  ○ yes/ there are hierarchy of popular which determines who people want to get with
  ○ Some orgs get the rep of being dirty or creepy/ rape
  ○ yes/ some orgs are barbie looking and have to look a certain way
  ○ yes/ if you are a girl hooking up with too many guys you are a whore but a guy is viewed as cool/ people care a little less but it is still there
  ○ There is an org that if they are in a relationship once they cross they aren’t really and they will cheat or breakup
  ○ Some frats have stigmas for a reason even if it happened in the past/ ik with my org the older girls and no one liked and people view us as the same as them even though we are very different
  ○ Some stigmas are based off of a select amount of people when there are many people who don’t actually fit that stigma
  ○ yes/ i think that it is expected that guys at this point should have lost it or have a girlfriend/ and girls it’s not really talked about or pressured(if a girl told me she was a virgin who cares)
  ○ yes/ when a girl is known for sleeping around it have a negative connotation but a guy is almost more disaerble
  ○ There is a stimga around boys because if u come into college without having sex the guy feels bad about himself- guys view having sex as a goal and the others guys in the frat they want to be like

• Have you been influenced by alc or drugs
  ○ yes/ yes10% of the time i regret it
  ○ yes/ sometimes im like why did I do that?
  ○ yes/ yeah there are some that i could regret
  ○ yes/ not really i think they are all funny maybe at the time yes but not now/it sometimes puts me in sticky situations
  ○ yes/ no but sometimes you will be like oh dang maybe I shouldn’t have done that but nothing that should end up eating you up
  ○ yes/ the alc sometimes makes me do things I regret but I don't regret everything
  ○ yes/ yes big time
  ○ yes/ no
  ○ yes/ there have been times i regret it but most of the times it would be like oh damn why did i do that/ i mostly regret because of my perspective
Do you believe this campus has had sexual harassment?

- yes/yes(witnessed)=me (greek)
- yes/
- yes/(heard)= the lax house
- yes / i know of someone who was affected by it (greek)(people in the org reported him)
- yes/ heard/ stories about orgs that someone will be too touchy and end up getting kicked out of the party
- yes/ same story
- yes/(heard) catcalling
- yes/(victim/ witness) a man in an org i used to snapchat him and i was on the bar he stands in between my legs and he pulls me down and makes out with me grabs my vagina and leaves
- yes/(heard) from friends-

About ted (kissing causal or meaningful)

- 100% im drunk therefore its more casual and looking it have fun and because it should be fun
- I think i have always thought it was casual but if i didn't want to do it with someone i wouldn't do it just to do it/ kissing is more intimate but u def do it more with someone you like
- Def has become less meaningful but like with the right person there is more meaning to it
- It depends on the person
- You ar fine with only making out with someone you care about/ its a lot more face to face and kinda intimate
- I agree younger people dont believe sex has much meaning/ they are starting at a younger age(in hs if u have sex its usually a relationship
  - I fine it sad how someone would rather blow someone then kiss them/no it hasn't changed my point of view/ it still should be meaningful but it doesn't have to be a bf it can be someone you are comfortable with
- I feel like oral is more intimate kissing so i don't understand why she did that
  - I feel like it hasnt changed since greek life but it has changed since college people used to only have sex within relationship
- no/i feel like sex is more casual in general now but i still think there is a natural progression
- I think its a little odd and i agree its weird

Certain orgs
- Haven't gotten with someone because their in something its just because i see them more often
- Maybe its fun to say i got with someone in this frat
- Sometimes you want to say you got with someone of a higher statcure
- No because they have become my friends and my “brothers” i don't want to cross that line in the friendship
- Yes - if a certain org gets with one org and a third org gets with that org it starts beef between orgs
- Yes - people don't want to get with people in a weird org
- Yes
- Yeah/ if i see someone cute in a org i don't want i wont say no but i have my type
- yeah/ i just love them(i am just trying to hookup with as many as possible)
- yes/ some orgs are more applying them others- some are more fun to party with and that will later lead to sexual activities

Do u get with more people in a certain or/ does it relate to your sibling
- Yes and yes because we hang out with them the most and party with them the most
- no/ and no
- Brothers
- no/ i hook up with who I want to
- I am usually there and that is where I find most of my hu
- no/ they are like my actual brothers
- It doesn't have anything to do with it being a sibling it has to do with the people inside and it depends on the party and what day of the week it is

What type of person do you usual hookup with(stranger, friend, FB)
- Mix-def a mix of friends and strangers/ no reason
- friends/ because i actually know them
- People that she has know or its random/ i don't have an exact reason more likely to hu with someone i have already hu with then someone new
- Friend or fuckbuddy / because when i have sex its more enojyable when i am comfortable and i feel more comfortable with those people
- Strangers who become friend/sometimes it hard to hook up with someone you are close with because it might mess your relationship up
- stranger/ i dont have to see them again
- Usually friends/ cause i have to know everyone and i just know everyone
- Acquaintance- usually you know the person and if you know them, it's not as weird